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Appendix E: Using this book with Micro-Prolog
Micro-Prolog is a dialect of Prolog designed to run in a small amount of memory on small computers. It
looks considerably different, but its execution (semantics) is very similar. Micro-Prolog is designed primarily
for non-programmers, people who aren't computer experts. So it is less elegant than standard Prolog, and
doesn't have some of the advanced features, but it's easier to learn to use.
In Micro-Prolog, querying is not the default mode, so you must indicate a query by a "?" on the front of the
line. You must use parentheses to group things, a lot like the language Lisp. You must surround the query
with parentheses. The predicate name goes inside the parentheses used in standard Prolog to group
arguments, and spaces are used instead of commas to separate the arguments and the predicate name from the
first argument. So the standard Prolog query
?- a, b(X), c(X,Y).

becomes in Micro-Prolog
? ((a) (b X) (c X Y))

Note a period is not used.
The symbol table is limited in Micro-Prolog, so variable names can only be X, Y, Z, X1, Y1, Z1, X2, Y2, Z2,
and so on. Micro-Prolog will not print out variable bindings unless you force it with the equivalent of the
standard-Prolog write, the "P" predicate. So to print out X and Y for the preceding query you must say
? ((a) (b X) (c X Y) (P X) (P Y))

Predicate names in Micro-Prolog can be capitalized or uncapitalized, just as long as they aren't a possible
variable name. (Built-in predicates are usually all capitals.)
Rules in Micro-Prolog look just like queries without the question mark. But the first predicate is interpreted
as the left side ("then" part), and the other predicates as the right side ("if" part). So the standard-Prolog rule
a(X) :- b(X), c(X,3), d(Y,X).

becomes in Micro-Prolog
((a X) (b X) (c X 3) (d Y X))

Figure E-1 gives a table of approximate equivalents between standard Prolog and Micro-Prolog. MicroProlog manuals provide further information.
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